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It’s the Bronnie’s 14th birthday and I’m going to throw you some lines about fishing. It starts with a youn

Every time he caught a fish, he would measure it with a broken-off ruler. Should the fish be bigger

The old fisherman replied, “That broken-off ruler is exactly the size of the frying pan I use to cook th

So, girlfriend, you may get an amazing idea, your big fish, but then pull out measuring devices, suc

Can I afford it? Do I have the time? Do I know enough? Mary Morrissey says that these questions

Most of us have a frying-pan-way of looking at ourselves and the world. It holds us back from creat

Martha Beck says that the way to live your life fully is not what we’ve been taught in Western cultur

“It’s not your problems that have to shrink, it’s that your consciousness must expand,” she writes.

Martha says that there is a more intuitive way in which to make sound decisions from a place of ex

She says that real wisdom is so different from what’s been drilled into us by most authority figures

The voice of social conditioning shows up as a stream of thoughts, while wisdom often appears as
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Secondly, wisdom is calm, not fearful. “If you’re waiting for wisdom to outscream paranoia, get com

Thirdly, wisdom is chosen, not forced. From infancy we’re trained by adults who can force us to co

As opposed to force, your inner wisdom knocks gently, then waits to be invited in. While fear gladly

I sincerely hope that it’s wisdom we’ve been choosing over the past 14 years of the Bronnie’s exist

We plan to keep reeling in the big ones in the years to come and if they don’t fit into our frying pan,

Keep watching this space. All is fish that comes to this net.
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